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It goes without saying that life is the whole and language and 

literature a part of it. But sometimes in some respect later becomes a 

dominant part of the former. Man’s superiority over other creatures 

is due to its intellect and every action and reaction of this intellect 

takes place through the help of language. According to the Holy 

Quran, one of the most important reasons of man’s greatness is that 

he was endowed with Almul Asma (  And he taught)  أالسما علم)

Adam all the names). The entire chain of thinking, expression and 

action and reaction takes a shape with the help of language. God 

created the world with the word Kun (Be done) and then when he 

gave new meaning to this universe through his Messengers, a series 

of divine books were also sent to this world. When the first divine 

commandments to Prophet Mohammad (Peace be upon him) began 
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with words like Iqra (Read) and Alm and Qalam (Teaching and pen). 

This led even the materialists to regard man as the speaking animal. 

Since language has played a pivotal role in the origin 

and development and in the nurture and preservation of all forms 

of knowledge and arts, it will not be inappropriate to maintain that 

to a large extent language is at the root of all human culture and 

civilization. Language is also the most effective instrument of all 

movements, and revolutions, revival and reforms. So when Moses 

appeared in the court of pharaoh he prayed in the following words: 

 قولي يفقهوا لساني من عقدة واحلل أمري لي السير و صدري لي الشرح رب

(٨٢. طہ سورہ)  

 "My Lord, expand for me my breast [with assurance], ease for me 

my task And untie the knot from my tongue. That they may 

understand my speech”. 

When this language assumes the status of literature with the help of 

art and aesthetics, it becomes still more effective and can 

perform constructive and destructive, positive and negative roles. 

The Holy Quran has warned in Surah Luqman: 

 ويتخذها علم بغير هللا سبيل عن ليضل الحديث لهو يشتري من الناس من و

( ٦ لقمان سورة) هزوا  

“And of mankind is he who payeth for more pastime of discourse. 

That he may mislead from Allah’s way without knowledge, and 

maketh it the butt of mockery”.(31:6) 

Once when Hazrat Ali was amazed at the linguistic competence 

of prophet Mohammad (peace be upon him), he said that God 

himself had done his linguistic training. 

The magnificent revolution caused by the Quran and Hadith to the 

Arabic and Persian languages and literatures is itself a vast topic for 

study. It is well known how Arabic or Islamic literature began to cast 

its all round influence on the social environment within less than half 

a century. Then as its influences began to expand, they were also felt 
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far and wide. Dante’s ‘Divine Comedy’ considered as a masterpiece 

world literature, drew upon Alghufran, a journal brought out by Abul 

ala Moarra. In the same way Goethe, Fitzgerald, Arnold Nicholson, 

Jan Marik did not only like the literary forms of Ghazal and Rubai 

but also composed in these forms and added new dimensions to their 

respective language and literature. Robert Brefolt admits that the 

renaissance in Europe took place not in the 15th century but under 

the influence of cultural revival of the Arabs and Murs. The cradle 

of this new birth of Europe was spain and not Italy. There came a 

time in German literature when Saadi Shirazi became its real ideal. 

The Persian language itself, which was originally Pahlavi, became 

Persian under the influence of Arabic. Arabic became so popular in 

Persian within a period of two centuries that similar examples are 

hard to find in world literature. A very important effect of this 

all round influence of Arabic on the inhabitants of Persian was that 

they embraced Islam which was soon followed by a series of works 

written in Arabic and such eminent personalities as Imam Abu 

Hanifa in jurisprudence, Imam Bukhari in Hadith and Abu obaida 

Muammar bin ulmani in literature enriched the language. 

Islamic literature and civilization also influenced the Tatars of 

Turky, the Negroes of Egypt as also the Buddhists, Jains, Hindus of 

Indonesia, China, Burma, Afghanistan and India and brought about 

a total change in the economic and social systems and thinking in 

these countries. 

But when due to dearth of Islamic dynamism, the same people fell 

a victim to spiritual downfall, moral decadence, and mental 

inertness, they were humiliated all over the world despite their 

numerical majority, political leadership, they suffered from 

prejudice, nationalism, western materialism and luxury. 

There are four causes of this exemplary humiliation and downfall: 

1. The doubts raised by the Orient lists and so-called 

progressive Muslims regarding the basic tenets of Islam. 
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2. Astringent imitation, diseased mentality and misleading 

mysticism of the common Muslim people. 

3. Treating religion as a private matter and keeping it confined 

to oneself. 

4. Following the distorted religion under the influence of 

pseudo Islamic scholars by a majority of illiterate Muslims. 

This mental stagnation and material prosperity did not only make 

the rich ease loving but also the poets and writers of the time and 

soon their literature began to reflect this stagnation and luxury in 

which they indulged. This gradually led to the freezing of the 

Muslim mind. The writer is not a monk. He is brought up in a 

particular Social setup. His creative faculty is also influenced by this. 

So the fall of the Muslim world also made the artists mentally and 

morally sick and the entire Muslim world was faced with a trial. 

On the contrary under the influence of Islam the West woke up from 

its deep slumber and marched ahead from the point of view of 

knowledge, thought and action. The reformist movement of Martin 

Luther and even new scientific inventions began to take it forward 

in a specified way. Due to crusades and materialism the new forces 

of west regarded Islam as its greatest foe and waged an all out war 

against the followers of Islam. Soon the great forces of heresy made 

the Islamic world disintegrate and captured it. Since the western 

thought had advanced as a reaction to Christian Papaism so it had 

lost the concept of the totality of life. It tried to fill the void created 

by the rejection of God, religion and religious values by humanism. 

But soon the increasing materialistic outlook confined it to analytic 

wisdom, sentimentalism and their sensuality. Not content with this 

they indulged in the image of ‘unconscious’. Then mankind arrived 

at a nameless matter via animalism and as a result of this unbridled 

flight of intellect and materialism, Nitsha announced (God forbid) 

the death of God towards the end of the nineteenth century 

and around 1925 A.D. Lawrence proclaimed the end of human 

relations and in 1945 Marloe declared that man, himself was dead. 
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Finally when this worst kind of heresy and decadence reduced the 

world to hell a conscientious western philosopher could not restrain 

himself and cried out that the “elements of our culture are 

imprisoned in their own circies. Its theology is neglecting 

philosophy, science and literature. Its fruitless philosophy is quite 

ignorant from science. Its science is illiterate of philosophy and hates 

literature.” 

This disorder forced to disintegrate the individual and collective life 

of the West. Communism, dictatorship, nationalism, 

democracy, irreligiousness and facism began to sting their 

communal life. On the literary level, romanticism, sexuality, 

existentialism, progressiveness, modernity and a host of ‘isms’ made 

it a confused lot. And this led to a blind imitation of all these in the 

Muslim world. 

As is well known, when darkness thickens, the signs of the 

morning become clear. As Iqbal has said: 

نے مغرب طوفان اید کر مسلماں کو مسلماں  

  یتابان یک گوہر ہے سے یہ ایدر ہاے تالطم

“The onslaught from the West made Muslim a true Muslim, the 

shine of the pearl increases with the strong currents of the sea”. 

So the revivalists and reformers of the Muslim world started the 

work of revival and reform on a large scale and an attempt to take 

out the Muslims from the citadel of darkness was initiated. These 

movements were of two types. This was based on the clear-cut 

principles of Islam. Its aim was to revive Islam. The other movement 

was influenced by the Western thought. A great many countries also 

took refuge in nationalism in order to save themselves from the 

tyrannies of others. 

The religious movement started by Mohammad Abdul Wahab 

(the blessed one) in the eighteenth century caused great awakening 

in the Island of Arabia. Syed Ahmad Barelvi (the blessed one) and 

Ismail Shahid (the blessed one) benefitted a lot from the revivalist 
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movement of Shah Waliullah (the blessed one). In the same way the 

Sanusi Movement in Africa, the Nuri Movement in Turkey, the 

Ikhwanul Muslemeen in Arab world, Jamat-e-Islami in Indian sub-

continent, Masjumi in Indonesia, PAS in Malasia and the Islamic 

revolution in Iran influenced the Muslim world on a universal scale. 

These revivalists gave a new and effective expression to Islamic 

thought and in the wake of the movement a whole team of poets and 

writers came into existence. These poets and writers adopted various 

styles and form in order to accelerate the speed of this movement. 

Inspite of this all comprising awakening the progress of different 

sciences and arts in the Muslim world is still in a very initial stage. 

On the one hand, the West has presented its entire educational, 

cultural, economic and social systems in all its aspects but on the 

other, the Muslim world is yet to decide whether to base its thinking 

on the equality of relations between individual and society and 

politics and culture and economy. This has led to the division of the 

entire Muslim world into leftist and rightist camps. Socialism, 

democracy, monarchy and dictatorship, as political systems, have 

their respective champions all over the Muslim world. Also, there 

are absence of freedom of thought and expression. Consequently, the 

academic and practical aspects of the Muslim sociology are yet to be 

crystallized. It is not yet clear that this community is created by the 

mingling of individual with one another but its perfection is possible 

only through a divine progress. These are two chief components of 

the thought. First, belief in oneness of God (Tauhid) which cures one 

of despair and fear and the second belief in prophet hood. The chief 

aim of the second belief is the generation of feelings 

like emancipation, equality and unity. A social system is not possible 

without a Constitution and the Constitution of the Muslim Ummah 

is only one and that is the Holy Quran. Only the following of this 

constitution will lend maturity to the social character. Its perfection 

lies in emulating the character of the Holy prophet. The centre of this 

community is Baitul Haram. The attainment of the conception of 

Ummah depends upon the adoption of the ideal of the community. 
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The aim of the followers of Mohammad (peace be upon him) is to 

protect and propagate the belief in oneness of God. The expansion 

of the community depends on the conquest of the world order. The 

continuity of the life of a community depends on following the 

specific traditions of that community. 

A section of the intellectuals do not believe in this universal concept 

of Islam and almost the entire ruling class is scared of this divine 

order. Therefore, a vast majority of Muslims is still in the grip of 

conceptual mist. Since creative skill is acquired by selected 

individuals of all sections of the society in a natural way, so this most 

sensitive group of the society could not also accept the Islamic order 

whole heartedly. Consequently, this formal contact with Islam has 

led to surfeit of creative writings of a formal nature. This is not 

helping in the formation of a Muslim social order. 

On the level of Islamic thought also most intellectuals are still 

unaware of the role played by obedience, self control and Caliphate 

in the formation of a social order because in this connections, the 

positive and negative values of the Islamic way of life are yet to be 

presented in a learned way in contemporary terms. If this had been 

done with reference to the different sciences and arts, everyone 

would have felt attracted to this last divine book and the final religion 

and the Islamic world would have presented an altogether different 

picture. It would also have influenced the Muslim world in a very 

positive way. 

It is well known that faith is of fundamental importance in the 

Islamic way of life and the demands of this faith are in the words of 

Iqbal, akin to the demands of love. This means a desire to unify 

oneself with the beloved. It can best be done by the creation of value 

and cures and turning them into a reality. The love of a truly religious 

person is not a formal love. The love of God is synonymous with a 

craving for creation, a taste for enquiry, restlessness of the soul and 

the power to absorb. 
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It does not only fix new objectives and create higher values and 

give them reality but helps mankind in attaining them. 

Even an ordinary student of literature knows that the emotion 

and experiences of a heart lend colour to the imagination of an artist 

and inspires him to express it in an artistic way. 

Iqbal has equated this emotion and hearty connection with the blood 

of the heart which results in a manifestation of artistic miracle. He 

has said: 

  صوت و حرف ای ہو چنگ سنگ و خشت ای ہو رنگ

  نمود سے جگر خون ہے یک فن معجزہ

“Be it colour, stone or buck, be it word or music or sound the miracle 

of art is manifested by the blood of the heart”. 

The manifestation of the miracle of art by the blood of heart of love 

and faith is possible when the artist does not only on the basis of the 

oneness of God, prophet hood and the day of judgment realize 

eternal truths and their effects on a general level but also on the level 

of emotion and soul. 

The first of these eternal truths is: 

لعبين بينهما وما والرض  السماء خلقنا وما  

“We created not the heaven and the earth and all that is between 

them in play. If we had wished to find a pastime, we could have 

found it in our presence- if we ever did”. (Al-Quran 21:16 & 17) 

Thus this divine creation is greatly organized from the point of view 

of aspirations and aims. 

The second truth is that man is the supreme creation: 

  تقویم أحسن في نسان أال خلقنا لقد

“Surely we created man of the best stature” (Al-Quran 45:4) 

He has been made the deputy of God on this earth after conquering 

it. So the relationship between man and the universe is that man leads 
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his life according to the instructions of the Creator and remains 

grateful to Him. 

The third truth is that man has been granted the power of 

determination and independence of choice. He has not been made 

unconscious like the universe. So he is free to adopt the path of right 

or wrong. If he leaves the only Right Faith ( ليالسب سواء ) he has to be 

ready to cross the stage of the worst as stated by the Quran:  

سافلين أسفل رددنه ثم  

“Then we reduced him to the lowest of the low”. (Al-Quran 95:57) 

The fourth truth is that although man is born individually, he has 

to spend his life in a certain place, environment and society. So, 

even though he possesses an individualistic personality, he is 

closely connected with a group. It, therefore, becomes his individual 

and social responsibility that he should be helpful of each other and 

thus make his universe more and more beautiful because it is a fact 

that at this stage of development, it is not only impossible to reach 

this stage but life itself will be impossible. 

But the fundamental fact which flows like blood in the 

relationship between man and the universe and man and man is the 

perpetual conflict between right and wrong. If there is any dialectic, 

it is the act of good and evil. Individually, every living being 

especially man possesses a kind of natural instinct which helps him 

distinguish between right and wrong, black and white, useful and 

harmful. It is this instinct which makes him accept the right, useful 

and the good and reject the wrong, harmful and incorrect. This 

instinct of likes and dislikes makes him feel elated at accepting the 

right and inflicts agony when he commits himself to the evil and the 

wrong. 

Iqbal has presented this in his own philosophical style: 

“In my opinion, truth is a combination of such elements which 

aspires to achieve totality by establishing a kind of relationship 

through conflict and this conflict will inevitably lead to 
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their organization. In fact, conflict is essential for the growth and 

sustenance of life………..I consider all the forms of action which 

includes conflict necessary and in my opinion it leads 

permanence and strength to man. So I regard inaction and stagnation 

and the mystic philosophy of this nature which is based on sheer 

guess work reproduced. I regard conflict essential not from 

a political point of view but from point of view of morality.” 

Explaining this view of Iqbal, an intellectual has observed that 

according to Iqbal, the universe is essentially a vast expanse which 

conceals within it the power of thought and determination. In order 

to translate it into action, he has divided himself into self and other 

self or in the term of philosophy into subject and object. The real 

function of the other self is that it should be like a mission for 

experience and should be like an agent for its growth the self clashes 

with the other self in order to perfect and strengthen itself and its 

inner strength grows as a result of this conflict and gradually it goes 

through the different stages of development. Its existence is based 

on continuous movement, continuous action and struggle. The place 

of a thing is fixed in the different stages of life in accordance with 

the degree to which it finds strength in its self and conquers the other 

self. 

Thus human life is in fact an amalgam of spiritual and physical 

lives. Human will strives for creation but matter obstructs its way. 

Thus life is a conflict between option and compulsion. The result of 

this conflict is progress. To achieve the different stages of progress 

means a conquest of matter by the will and freedom freeing in the 

lives of animals and vegetables. But it is best manifested in human 

life. This does not, however, mean that in the human life willpower 

always dominates over matter. It succeeds when it acts according to 

the divine directives but when it acts in violation of this divine 

directive, it meets with failure. Even in the event of failure we cannot 

prove its absence. The presence of this conflict is undoubted. 

This eternal conflict between spiritual and material life is dependent 

on positive and negative values. If our poets and artists ponder the 
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reality of these values, it will not only increase the appeal of their 

creations but also augur well the human society. The utility of art 

depends on the creation of beauty and the creation of beauty depends 

on appropriateness, artistic perfection and purity are of great 

significant. The most important of these positive values is action 

because this is the basic quality of life. In its absence life is worse 

than death, as Iqbal said: 

  یبه جہنّم یبه جنّت ہے یبنت یزندگ سے عمل

  ہے ینار نہ ہے ینور نہ ںيم فطرت یاپن یخاک ہی

“Life can be turned into heaven or hell by action. This terrestrial 

element in our nature is neither light nor fire”. 

But faith is the basic requirement for action. Action can also be 

called the result of this faith. This faith is also required for love and 

creation. In contrast, presumption, estimation, doubt and suspicion 

weaken human organs. They do not generate that desire which is the 

basic requirement for action and in particular intensive action. 

Stronger belief, continuous action and love conquer the world; these 

are the weapons of man in his struggles in life. In slavery neither the 

swords nor any contrivance is of any use, if your faith is perfect all 

chains are cut. 

Thus patience, strong determination, courage and strength are 

the essential requirements for action. Besides, collectiveness, 

emancipation, brotherhood, equality and unity of purpose are the 

positive values. Apart from these there are negative values on the 

individual and social level & which act as impediments in attempt to 

attain spiritual, moral and social heights. So it is not possible to attain 

perfection in one’s not individual conquering these negative values, 

nor can its action and thinking be perfect. These can also be called 

the Maaruf wa Munkar ( منکر و معروف ) in the terminology of the 

Holy Quran. These positive and negative values are so much 

interrelated with each other that one cannot be thought of without the 

other. Thus there have been parallel discussions regarding love and 

request, self and self-denial. Action and inaction, strength 
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and weakness, hope and despair, originality and imitation, 

resignation and the wrong type of resignation. The only way to strike 

a balance between the two is to follow the divine directives as given 

in the Holy Quran and Sunnah. 

Of the negative values which confront the Muslim world today 

the Persian mysticism is the most pernicious. This has given the road 

to panentheism. 

Iqbal was right when he said: “If mysticism means sincerity of action 

no Muslim will object to it. But when mysticism wants to become 

a philosophy and expresses views regarding the order to the universe 

and God Himself under non-Arab influence my soul reacts against 

it”. In a letter to sirajuddin Pal, Iqbal further explains: “The fact is 

that to search the inner meaning in the manners and code of conduct 

of a nation is too distinct it and this is a very subtle way of distortion. 

This can be invented or adopted by such nations which are sheepish 

by nature. 

Similarly, the religious narrowness, inferiority, enquiry of fear 

and despair, the imprudence of imitation, doubt, demoralization, 

hypocrisy, weakness and stagnation can become most dangerous 

negative values on individualistic level. How like the rest of the 

world, the Muslim world is also a victim of slavery, patriotism, 

monarchy, western democracy, dictatorship, capitalism and 

communism is evident to all. 

These positive and negative values are the most important bases of 

the contemporary sociological problems and only the Islamic view 

of life can present their solution as has been proved in practice in the 

different periods of history. Naim Siddiqui observes: “Falsehood 

and evil are not permanent in the world, only good and the truth can 

flourish here. This provides with new matter to sociologists as well 

as poets and writers. When we encounter such imagination 

symbolism in literature as spring and autumn, pleasant and 

unpleasant wind, shelter and prision, garden and desert, gardener and 

the hunter, flower and throne, flame and dew, nest and the lightening 
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light and darkness, the morning of hope and the night of despair, 

meeting and parting, friend and rival, messiah and murderer, wound 

and ointment, display and concealment, they present two aspects to 

poets and writers”. One aspect is of good, right and useful, the other 

of sin and harm. Since the universe has been created on the principle 

of right and good only, those poets can attain universal fame that 

represents this aspect in their poetry. Iqbal in Urdu, Rumi in Persian 

and Shauqui in Arabic are the best examples of this. 

  کنيل ہے خوب نظر ذوق نظر اہل اے

  ايک نظر وہ کهےید نہ کو قتيحق یک شے جو

  ہے یابد اتيح ہنرسوز مقصود

  ايک شرر مثل نفس دو ای نفس کیا ہی

  ہو نفس کا یمغن کہ ہو نوا یشاعرک

  ايک بادسحر وہ ہو افسردہ چمن سے جس

“O people for the eye the craving to see is good but the eye which 

fails to see the reality is no eye. What is inspired for is the quality of 

possession for eternal life; one or two breaths are to no avail. 

Whether it is the poet’s voice or the musician’s note, which makes 

the garden sad, is worthless”. 
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